only two out of the ix anti-C sera with which they were tested.
The Cu propositus has recently been traced and it has been possible to test the blood of his mother, the only relative available. By good fortune the mother not only has the antigen but has it in a combination in which it can be recognised, that is C"c. The propositus is 0 and his mother A1, otherwise their blood groups are the same, namely, were revealed, for when C" is agglutinated it usually scores as highly as C: moreover, our strongest anti-C serum (Ba.) is amongst those which fail to agglutinate C"c cells.
The table also shows the reactions in albumin of two anti-C and two anti-C" sera. These sera lacked incomplete anti-D and therefore could be used without the D reaction confusing the issue. Of these four sera, Ma. was the only one to give a positive antiglobulin test with C"c and Cc cells; Ed. does not give a positive anti-globulin test with any C cells though the reaction is quite powerful in albumin.
Absorption tests showed that the cells of the propositus were able to remove anti-C from the serum Ba. (which does not agglutinate C"C cells in saline) and from the sera Hi. and Ed. (which do agglutinate C"c cells in saline). In no case was the absorption quite as efficient as that brought about by Cc cells. It was only possible to test the absorptive power of the cells of the mother against one serum, Ba.
For some unexplained reason these cells were less efficient at removing anti-C than were the cells of her son and only slightly more efficient than the cDe/cde control cells. inc. Another serological problem arose when it was found that the Ba. serum which does not agglutinate CUDe/cde cells in saline would do so after repeated absorption with cDe/cde cells; this was not due to unmasking of anti-D, for cDe/cde cells were not agglutinated by the absorbed serum.
Unfortunately circumstances prevented either of these problems being pursued and this paper is therefore confined to the demonstration of the inheritance of the antigen Cu.
